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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.The retired President remembered he had
a secret Swiss bank account. But it can be accessed only
through a secret code. The code is kept in the last place anyone
would look. Thus start the search for the secret codes. Sudden
stroke put President in a coma. First lady tries to extract the
codes from the comatose brain of the President. Will she find the
codes? Will the President come back to life? Chief Physician
spends days and nights to save the president. What happens in
the personal life of the Chief Physician? Names have been
changed to hide the identities in this gripping drama. The Movie
The President Goes to Heaven (2011) starring Grace Ann Prevost,
Chip O Neal and Kerry Bentivolio is partially based on this book.
Another movie Secret Codes is planned. Many chapters are taken
from the book The President Goes to heaven by same
author.Truth is stranger than fiction.
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Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through
period of time. I am very easily can get a pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone R og a hn Sr .-- Mr . Antone R og a hn Sr .

Very beneficial to all of category of folks. We have read through and i am sure that i will going to read once again
once again in the future. Your daily life span will probably be change when you full reading this pdf.
-- Am elia  R oob DDS-- Am elia  R oob DDS
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